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WAR'S

END
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War's end, and war is over so they say,
Yet I must ask of one ten thousand II!iles .away
Who standing in the sun asks quietly
The earth in turn:Wltat is the date today?
I see those motes which over mountains fly,
The splintered regions that even lemmings flee,
One who with steadfast ~yes
Asks of the air between: What is the date today?
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And he who fish-like surfaces on his nose
Up from the depths, the pacific he would choose,
Gazing across the stillness of a bay,
I ask, .am asked in tutn: What is the date. today?
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Earth tell me",now of time
. The aspect of yopr season
Most moving in its pity
When hunter home from kill
Looks backward to the tear
Of the frail fallen creature
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of creeping frost
Cracks on the tomb its lip
The egoist of travel
Lies chastened in the light
The changling sap drives upward
The liquid to the cup
The rim of dying stars
'That flicker yet .will bum
The child within the womb
Of unbuilt cities built
Of brick and· sweating flesh
Of marble and of bone
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Will happiness endow
His easy Trojan siege
Or will he out of joint
Look back'in discontent
. To this awkward age
And gilt·it with his tears
-As I look back to seas
That boiled with golden froth
The sparrow in its cage
That died of simple want
The pebble in' the mouth
That drew vast moistures up

Where is the artesian rod
Where the weeping rock
Deserts behind me lie
On deserts lying ahead
Will the child's infant die
. Harried by my thirst
Tell me now will death
The idle victory won
Perception still preserve
The track of senses mesh
The flower of the field
Refine and yet increase
Continuous a star
Stall on horizon's lip
Until it expiring flare
Uncanny 'elevate
The great Christ-figure up
Raging in the sky?
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